
Over the spring and summer months of 2021 we were introduced and became familiar with
some of the people and practices of Via Apostolica, with a series of opportunities for our
congregation to grow more familiar with Via. Following this season of introduction, we
believe it is important to give further clarity on the beliefs and practices of Via Apostolica as
we consider whether denominational alignment is possible and beneficial given the present
reality of Celebration and the hopeful future of our church. In September 2021 our board
gathered to begin a Clarity Discernment Process, attempting to identify all of the questions
and areas that have yet to be clarified about Via. Once the list was compiled - and
understanding that it would serve as a living document throughout the coming months -
the questions that arose were categorized and assigned one of three colours:

EXPLORING VIA APOSTOLICA

In February 2021 we welcomed Pastor Nico Deschner as our Interim Lead Pastor at
Celebration. With Pastor Nico being an Anglican Priest with Via Apostolica, his appointment
brought with it a discernment process for our congregation as we discern first a potential
long-term covering and partnership with Via Apostolica, and secondly the permanency of
his role at Celebration. 

PURSUING CLARITY

Green - Clear

Yellow - Needs Further Clarity

Red - Unclear

As a board and staff, our commitment to our congregation is to work towards tremendous
clarity for each of these pending questions. Once the answers become clear and concise,
our commitment is that we will communicate those GREEN areas of clarity to the
congregation, sharing both the final result, and giving room for feedback and additional
insights.

Over the coming months, several congregational meetings will take place as we move
closer towards making a final decision on Via Apostolica. Please continue to be engaged
and consider this opportunity prayerfully alongside us. 

As a congregation, this Clarity Process Chart is available on our website, and we encourage
you to view it as it will be updated frequently. Additionally, if you have things you would like
to add, you can do so by reaching out to Pastor Matt at matt@redroof.tv or by using the
online form at www.redroof.tv/exploring-via-apostolica
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What do the following terms
mean and how would they be
applied in Celebration: priest,
elder, clergy, deacon, bishop? 

LOCAL LEADERSHIP

To work towards tremendous clarity on
each of the following topics – first
among the board & staff, then
amongst the congregation – in order to
help the members of Celebration make
a clear, informed decision about an
affiliation and denominational
covering with Via Apostolica.

GOAL

What are Via’s governance structure,
constitution & bylaws?

THEOLOGY

What authority does the local
church board have?

How are church employees hired
within Via? In addition, how are
they evaluated, and is this
different from our current process
at Celebration?

If Celebration became a Via
congregation, what would be the
transition plan for our current
board, staff, and members?

What authority would members
of a local Via church have, and
how does it compare with our
current model? 

How are important decisions
made in a Via church?

What is Via / ACNA’s position on
women in church leadership?

What is Via/ ACNA’s theological
understanding and practices of
the sacraments and sacramental
acts?

Are there any social or political
stances that Via/ACNA take that
would differ from Celebration's
current belief system?

As a Via church, does the local
church retain the right to define
their own beliefs or must they
defer to the governing body? 

Under Via / ACNA, what are potential
immovable beliefs that – 
if found to be in conflict with
Celebration – could prohibit us from
joining or remaining within Via?

What is Via / ACNA’s beliefs
around biblical interpretation?

What is the role of liturgy in a
church service?

What is Via / ACNA’s
understanding of the priesthood
of all believers (1 Peter 2:4-5)?

How do we balance what we have
read in "Pagan Christianity", what
we have experienced with "We Are
Church", and what we have seen
and are considering with Via /
ACNA?
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If Celebration became a Via
church, what bylaws of ours
would need to change, if any? 
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What will be our working definitions
of the words evangelical, historical,
and charismatic?

18

Does the Anglican church have a history
of revival and the move of the Spirit?
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Is ACNA currently a healthy, thriving
denomination?
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PRACTICES

Under Via / ACNA, what are the
immovable practices that – if found
to be in conflict with Celebration –
could result in a loss of fellowship?

OPERATIONAL

If replacing the lead pastor / priest
was needed, what would the hiring
process look like for Celebration as a
Via church?

What else would change in our
services that hasn’t already been
demonstrated?

What does a full Via service look
like?
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Would a Via service include relics or
symbols? If so, what would this look
like?

Are there any additional
requirements to working with non-
VIA / ACNA organizations?

Would Celebration be required to
use Anglican liturgy in our services
as prescribed in the Book of
Common Prayer? 

Will Celebration’s priest and staff be
required to wear vestments? If so, in
what context and to what degree?

Would there be any restrictions to
Celebration’s unique expression? 

Are we required to call our priest
‘Father’?

What are the consistent practices of
a Via church?

As Celebration, are there things that
we are going to have to stop doing?

What does it look like to embrace all
three streams? Are we diluting ourselves
by pursuing all three? 

Who can preside over communion?
Who can serve communion? 

If Celebration became a Via church,
do members need to renew or adjust
their current membership? If so, what
would that potentially look like?

If Celebration became a Via church
would we need to change or modify
our name?

Would Celebration becoming a Via
church affect our relationship with our
field partners? 

Given the history of the Anglican
Church with the residential schools,
could Celebration potentially end up
with a future financial liability?

Given the history of the Anglican
Church with the residential schools,
could there be a potential required
response from Celebration in the
future if we were a Via congregation? 

Once this clarity process is complete,
what will we be voting on?

Once this clarity process is complete,
who will be able to vote?

What are the methods for non-
members to have their voice heard
during this process?

How does a congregation leave Via if
they choose to?
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As a VIA/ACNA church, will there be any
changes to how special occasions
(weddings, funerals, etc) are handled at
Celebration? 
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As a VIA/ACNA church, what will be
the requirements for new
membership? 
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DENOMINATIONAL COVERING

What is the organizational chart of
Via / ACNA?

FINANCES

What are VIA / ACNA’s current policies
that are in place to help them be
financially transparent and
accountable?

What would be Celebration’s financial
commitment to VIA / ACNA?

What is the ordination process for
Via / ACNA?

What is an apostolic covering?
What is the Biblical context for this?

How are bishops selected?

What are holy orders?

If we were to vote to come under Via
/ ACNA, what would that transition
process look like thereafter?

How are Via churches unique from
each other, from other ACNA
churches, and from the wider
Anglican body? 

What is the value of joining an
overseeing organization or
denomination?

Does the local body get to
participate in the decision making
of Via / ACNA on a wider scale? 
If so, what does this look like?

What is the vision of Via / ACNA?

Why do certain Via / ACNA leaders
wear vestments or collars?

Who would own Celebration’s
building & assets?

For a more detailed version of this document,
alongside additional videos and information, visit
www.redroof.tv/exploring-via-apostolica 

IN THIS PROCESS, WE
COMMIT TO SEEKING
THE LORD DAILY FOR
WISDOM, TO EXPLORE
VIA APOSTOLICA
DEEPLY AND  WITH
INTENTIONALLY, TO
COMMUNICATE WITH
CONSISTENCY AND
TRANSPARENCY, AND
TO HELP FACILITATE
UNDERSTANDING FOR
OUR CONGREGATION
SO WE CAN MAKE A
CLEAR, INFORMED
DECISION ON VIA
APOSTOLICA

Shawn Lamb - shawn@redroof.tv

Nico Deschner - nico@redroof.tv

Matt Adams - matt@redroof.tv W
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VIA APOSTOLICA EXPLORATION PROCESS
ACHIEVED AREAS OF CLARITY

LAST UPDATED FEB 6, 2021 

Q: How are church employees hired within Via? In addition, how are they evaluated, and is this
different from our current process at Celebration?

LOCAL LEADERSHIP

A: Within Via, the lead pastor hires and evaluates the church staff. When looking to appoint
a senior pastor, the local board will work in partnership with the overseeing bishop to make
a recommendation for the senior pastor role to the congregation, who then will vote to
accept or decline the candidate. Once appointment takes place, the local board will
continue to conduct annual reviews of the senior pastor, which then will be passed on to the
overseeing bishop. Currently at Celebration, the senior pastor hires and evaluates our staff
while the board is responsible for making a recommendation to the congregation for the
senior pastor. After an approved appointment, the board will conduct annual reviews of the
senior pastor.

Q: What do the following terms mean and how would they be applied in Celebration: priest,
elder, clergy, deacon, and bishop? 

A: Below please find an abbreviated working definition for each of these terms. For a more
complete understanding, please see Appendix A or click here to view our research on the
terminology, roles, and responsibilities of a priest, elder, clergy, deacon and bishop. While
these roles may look different across the body of Christ dependent on specific
denominational tradition and understanding, we believe the terms and descriptions
captured in this document are an accurate picture of their use in ACNA/Via. For a wider list
of terms used within the Anglican Church, click here.

Clergy: This is a catch-all term that encompasses Bishops, Priests and Deacons. Each of
these are defined below. This is analogous to how we use the term at Celebration – to refer
to those placed into Pastoral Leadership positions.

Priest: Refers to a man (some Anglican Churches also ordain women) who has been madea
Priest or received as a Priest, and licensed as such by the Bishop under to the Canons of the
Anglican Church and the local Diocese or Missional District.

Elder: Elders are the spiritual leaders of a local church or parish. The terms Elder and Pastor
literally mean shepherd and so would apply to all who provide spiritual leadership within the
local congregation. Sometimes those Elder/Pastors are volunteers such as our board of
directors (Parish Council), other times they are paid such as our Pastoral Team Lead,
Associate Pastor, or Youth Pastor.
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https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/VIAACNA-Discernment-Process-Clerical-Ter-33.pdf
https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/VIAACNA-Discernment-Process-Clerical-Ter-9.pdf
https://anglicancompass.com/episcopal-polity-how-the-anglican-church-takes-care-of-business-by-hunter-van-wagenen/
https://anglicanchurch.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/CURRENT-C-and-C-2019.pdf


Q: What is Via / ACNA’s position on women in church leadership?

THEOLOGY

A: Within Via, women are encouraged to be in leadership - including pastoral and/or
deaconess roles - but cannot be a priest or bishop. Within ACNA, women can hold every
position but bishop. Lastly, at Celebration our position is that women can hold any and all
ministry positions, including the role of senior pastor. 

Bishop: Refers to the man (ACNA/Via only allow men to be Bishops) who has received
Episcopal (Bishop) orders and who provides oversight for the Anglican Church of Via
Apostolica, a Missionary District, by protecting the doctrine, discipline and unity of the
Church. He is also responsible for giving leadership to the District Council and District
Assembly.

Deacon: Via’s definition refers to a man who has been made a Deacon or received as a
Deacon and licensed as such by the Bishop pursuant to these Canons. The responsibilities of
deacons involve assisting at worship (communion, Gospel reading, pastoral care etc.), and
are bridge builders manifesting the church in the world (missions, community outreach, etc) 
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Q: What is Via/ ACNA’s theological understanding and practices of the sacraments and sacramental
acts? 

A: A sacrament is an outward and visible sign of an inward and spiritual grace. It’s a
physical representation of a spiritual reality – that as we respond in obedience to the
commands and direction of the Lord He blesses us through these means (not exclusively) by
bringing heaven to earth during these supernatural opportunities.

The theology of sacraments finds its origin in Jesus Christ himself, who made an invisible
God, visible through the Incarnation and so revealed the grace of God most clearly to the
world. God bestowed the grace of his presence upon us by becoming flesh and dwelling with
us (John 1:14; Heb 1:1-3).

There are two main sacraments ordained by Christ in Scripture: Baptism and Communion.
Jesus commanded the church to regularly practice these two, therefore they are often
called “sacraments of the Gospel”.

Five additional rites are identified in Scripture as being practices of the early church and/or
blessed by God. These are often called “sacramental acts” are as follows: Confirmation,
Ordination, Marriage, Absolution, Anointing of the Sick.

For a full breakdown of the sacramental practices of VIA/ACNA, click here.
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https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/VIAACNA-Discernmetn-Process-Sacrament-Th-36.pdf


In addition to this description, liturgy also serves the church in the following ways:

- It is God-centered, keeping the focus of the service on God instead of ourselves 
- It is in line with the Christian calendar and revolves around the annual cycle of the  seasons
of the church year (involving an annual cycle of seasons including Advent, Epiphany, Lent,
Easter, Pentecost, and Ordinary) each season has its own themes and prayers centred on
the gospel of Jesus Christ. Through this, we are called out of our own time and space,
reminding us that we belong to eternity.
- It connects us to our historical roots as we say the same prayers as Christians through the
ages, back to the time of Christ.
- It is Scriptural, allowing the Bible to be at the heart of the service and its teachings on the
lips of the people.
- It is sacramental and uses unique sets of words and prayers for communion services and
baptism services, inviting others to participate and experience the value of referring to a
“visible sign (ie. water, bread, wine) to signify an invisible grace”.

Q: What is VIA/ACNA's understanding of the priesthood of all believers (1 Peter 2:4-5)? 

A: The words priest and presbyter in the Constitution of ACNA are used synonymously and
originate from the New Testament word elder [presbuteros]. These New Testament
presbyters were to rule or lead and care for the Church (1 Tim 3:5; 5:17). Other Christians were
to be subject to them, however they were not meant to “lord it over” but serve in humility (1
Pet 5:3-6). A priest according to the Anglican Catechism serves Christ by “nurturing God’s
people through the ministry of the Word and Sacrament, pronouncing absolution and
blessing in God’s Name” (Lk 10:1-9; Joh 10:1-16; Eph 4:7-13)
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A: The word liturgy means ‘the work of the people.’ It is a prescribed form of worship that
enables Christians to worship corporately and keeps their worship grounded in revealed
truth. Liturgy may take various forms, but it is often expressed through means such as
prayer, Scripture reading, singing, confession, or other corporate practices of the church. In
liturgy we confess the words of the Gospel as one (together) because we are “one body.” 

Additionally, worship by means of liturgy is a way of worshipping that requires participation
of the entire body. It is not a worship that is "from the stage" (participation of the few), but
rather a worship that is "from the people" (participation of the many). It is communal and
meant to unite the people of the church, helping people engage in worship with others by
actively participating in the service.

Lastly, liturgy is also a form of discipleship, because it causes the Gospel to be brought
before us on a consistent basis. Similar to Scriptural memorization, we are able to remember
these frameworks and utilize them in everyday life as the Lord brings them to our memory.

Q: What is Via/ ACNA’s theological understanding and practices of the sacraments and sacramental
acts? 
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Q: What will be our working definitions of the words evangelical, historical, and charismatic? 

A: For full context and understanding, please see Appendix B or click here for the expanded
version to this answer. Below please find the abbreviated working definitions.

Historical: Related to the past traditions of the Christian faith.

Evangelical: Related to the teachings of the Gospel revealed in the Holy Scriptures.

Charismatic: Related to the Holy Spirit, His work and gifts for all believers.
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In other words, the role of the priest in the Anglican Church is to preach, teach, administer
the sacraments, provide training for God’s people and run the church. By doing so they are
meant to model to the whole church the priestly role each member of Christ’s body
embraces as they serve this world. A priest in the Anglican context is to exemplify to the
Congregation in the worship service how to operate as a priest to the world, by blessings,
forgiving and celebrating.  

For a more complete breakdown, see Appendix F by clicking here

https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/VIAACNA-Discernment-Process-Three-Stream-41.pdf
https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/Via-Apostolica-Congregational-Meeting-Pr-37.pdf


Q: Are there any additional requirements to working with non-Via / ACNA organizations?

PRACTICES

A: No 

Q: Would Celebration be required to use Anglican liturgy in our services as prescribed in the
Book of Common Prayer? 

A: While liturgy will be incorporated into the services as appropriate, there is no prescription
as to how, what, or when it is used. The Lead Pastor is responsible that the congregation is
able to engage in worship and get discipled through it. However, In matters of liturgical use
the overseeing Bishop does have the final say of what would be required or what should
adhered to. 

Q: Are we required to call our priest ‘Father’?

A: No 

Q: Who can preside over communion? Who can serve communion? 

A: Within Via, priests and bishops can consecrate and preside over the communion table.
Currently at Celebration, anyone can administer communion.

OPERATIONAL

Q: If replacing the lead pastor/priest was needed, what would the hiring process look like for
Celebration as a Via church? 

A: When a congregation chooses to hire a Rector (a priest responsible for a congregation),
the local board of directors forms a call committee, consults with the bishop, then once the
board and the bishop have agreed on a candidate, then – according to our current bylaws –
the congregation has an opportunity to vote. For more detailed insight on this process,
please see Appendix C or click here.
 

Q: If Celebration became a Via/ACNA church, do members need to renew or adjust their
current membership? If so, what would that potentially look like? 

A: There is no immediate requirement to renew or adjust the current membership of
Celebration’s members. That being said, a requirement of the Anglican Church is “a public
and personal profession of the Faith from every adult believer in Jesus Christ”, as compiled
and expressed in the Apostles Creed, Nicene Creed, and Athanasian Creed  (Preface to
Confirmation – BCP 2019).
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https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/VIAACNA-Discernment-Process-Hiring-Proce-95.pdf
https://www.anglican.ca/about/beliefs/apostles-creed/
https://www.anglican.ca/about/beliefs/nicene-creed/
https://www.anglican.ca/about/beliefs/athanasian-creed/
https://www.anglican.ca/about/beliefs/athanasian-creed/


Q: Once this clarity process is complete, what will we be voting on?

A: The pending vote is to whether or not Celebration will join Via Apostolica as an
affiliate church, coming under the ACNA denomination. If we vote YES, we will then
launch a call committee to call our lead pastor thereafter, with Nico as the current
identified candidate. If we vote NO, we will then form a call committee to identify
our next steps forward as a church, including identifying and calling a different lead
pastor. It is also worthwhile noting that a 2/3 majority of members voting (no proxy) is
necessary to pass a vote.

Q: If Celebration became a Via church would we need to change or modify our
name? 

A: Celebration would not need to change its name, however if we join Via/ACNA it is
possible we may want to put a clarification line in our name denoting our Via
affiliation. This will be a congregational discussion as needed. 

Q: Would Celebration becoming a Via church affect our relationship with our field
partners? 

A: There is no requirement for our field partners to be Via affiliated, so any changes
here would be based on their desire to continue to an active relationship with a
Via/ACNA church.

The BCP (Book of Common Prayer) 2019 explains further concerning people received into the
Anglican Church: “At the direction of the bishop, and after public reaffirmation of their
baptismal promises, those having made adult professions of faith in other Christian
traditions (including those confirmed in other traditions) are received into the Anglican
Church with prayer and the laying on of hands by the Bishop.”

To access an online copy of the Book of Common Prayer, click here
 
 
 

Q: Given the history of the Anglican church with the residential schools, could
Celebration potentially end up with a future financial liability?

A: As Via and ACNA are a different denomination from the Anglican Church of
Canada (ACC) that has been involved with residential schools, there are no future
financial liabilities that can be required from Celebration Church in this regard.  
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https://bcp2019.anglicanchurch.net/index.php/downloads/


Q: What are holy orders? 

A: The following has been compiled from Via Apostolica’s Ordination Pathway. To read the
full document, please click here. Additionally, ACNA’s Catechism and 39 articles would also
be helpful in gaining clarity here.

“Via follows the Biblical call to set aside some for a distinct work of spiritual service and
leadership to “equip the saints for the work of ministry and for building up the body of Christ”
(Ephesians 4:12) In the Hebrew Scriptures, God established Levites and priests to serve and
guide His chosen people. Likewise, God has blessed the Church with the New Testament
ministries of deacon, priest, and bishop. These three holy orders were beautifully articulated
in the second century by the early Church Father and martyr Ignatius of Antioch.

Holy orders measures individuals based on the following competencies: character,
competency, compatibility, communal standing, charism. Each of these give competencies
will be measured throughout the training pathway, moving from discerning to equipping to
completing the holy orders pathway. 

Holy orders include an initial discernment process between the local clergy and an
individual, including assessment, communal affirmation, conversation, questionnaires, and
commitment to walking out the process. Thereafter there is a lengthy process of academics,
interviews, personal and ministry assessments that follow prior to completion and
ordination”.
 

Q: Once the clarity process is complete, who will be able to vote? 

A: According to Celebration's July 2019 bylaws, only members of Celebration can vote.
 

Q: What are the methods for non-members to have their voice heard during this process? 

A: Several initiatives are in place to make room for gathering congregational feedback and
insights, including – but not limited to - in person congregational meetings and online
engagement tools that will increase in frequency as we get closer to a decision date.

Q: How does a congregation leave Via if they choose to? 

A: The decision to join, transfer from one diocese to another, or to leave the denomination
always resides with the local church body. This is true within ACNA and Via Constitution and
Celebration Church Bylaws. For more insight and understanding on this process, please see
Appendix D or click here.
 

DENOMINATIONAL COVERING
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https://dq5pwpg1q8ru0.cloudfront.net/2021/10/07/22/33/38/b5835d77-a8ba-4bdb-a4ad-8aeb2012815d/Ordination%20Path.pdf
https://dq5pwpg1q8ru0.cloudfront.net/2021/10/07/22/33/38/b5835d77-a8ba-4bdb-a4ad-8aeb2012815d/Ordination%20Path.pdf
https://anglicanchurch.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/To-Be-a-Christian.pdf
https://www.anglican.ca/about/beliefs/39-articles/
https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/CC-bylaws-June-2019.pdf
https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/VIAACNA-Discernment-Process-Process-For--78.pdf


FINANCES

Q: Who would own Celebrations building and assets? 

A: According to Via Cannon 10 and ACNA article 12, Celebration would own their own assets
in full.

Q: What would be Celebration's financial commitment to Via/ACNA? 

A: VIA’s Canons provide clearly that part of agreeing to affiliate with Via is the commitment
to support the purposes of VIA by following the biblical principle of tithing. This means that
all approved congregations and parishes are committed to Via’s purposes and will give 10%
of their general income (undesignated income) to seeing those purposes met.  As a Via
congregation, Celebration would fall under this tithing principle.  ACNA Canon 9 deals with
the financial commitments of Dioceses to the budgeting and finances of ACNA as a whole. 
 Celebration would not be required to provide any additional funding to Via or ACNA beyond
the 10% tithe.
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Click here to access the Appendix 
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https://anglicanchurch.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/CURRENT-C-and-C-2019.pdf
https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/Via-Apostolica-Constitution-Canons-Draft-50.pdf
https://anglicanchurch.net/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/CURRENT-C-and-C-2019.pdf
https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/Via-Exploration-Appendix.pdf
https://storage.snappages.site/VP8FSZ/assets/files/Via-Exploration-Appendix.pdf

